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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the exciton transport properties of an octa(butyl)-substituted metal-free
phthalocyanine (H2-OBPc) molecular crystal have been explored by means of a combined
computational (molecular dynamics and electronic structure calculations) and theoretical
(model Hamiltonian) approximation. The excitonic couplings in phthalocyanines, where
multiple quasi-degenerate excited states are present in the isolated chromophore, are
computed with a multistate diabatization scheme which is able to capture both short- and
long-range excitonic coupling effects. Thermal motions in phthalocyanine molecular
crystals at room temperature cause substantial fluctuation of the excitonic couplings
between neighboring molecules (dynamic disorder). The average values of the excitonic
couplings are found to be not much smaller than the reorganization energy for the
excitation energy transfer and the commonly assumed incoherent regime for this class of
materials cannot be invoked. A simple but realistic model Hamiltonian is proposed to
study the exciton dynamics in phthalocyanine molecular crystals or aggregates beyond
the incoherent regime.
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INTRODUCTION
Efficient exciton diffusion in molecular materials or aggregates over long distances is
crucial for the performance of photosynthetic light-harvesting systems and photovoltaic
applications.1–4 Two limiting transport regimes (coherent and incoherent) are commonly
invoked to describe the exciton diffusion in molecular materials or aggregates.5 In the
coherent regime, the exciton wavefunction is delocalized over several molecular units or,
in some cases, over the whole molecular aggregate, whereas in the opposite (incoherent)
regime, the exciton wavefunction is completely localized on a molecular unit. Although
coherent transport would be highly desirable in terms of efficiency, exciton diffusion in
most molecular materials used for optoelectronic applications takes place via a series of
hopping events between neighboring molecules, with exciton diffusion lengths that rarely
exceed 10 nm.4 Recent studies, however, have shown that an efficient singlet exciton
migration can occur in highly ordered supramolecular materials.6–8 In particular, Sung et
al. have shown by ultrafast transient fluorescence spectroscopy that in helical π-stacks of
perylene bisimides delocalized excitons are initially formed and move coherently along
the chain in tens of femtoseconds prior to the excimer formation.6 Haedler et al. have
demonstrated that one-dimensional self-assembled nanofibers, based on carbonylbridged triarylamine building blocks, are able to efficiently transport singlet excitons over
more than 4 μm at room temperature by means of a predominantly coherent mechanism.7
Heechul et al. have obtained a tunable light-harvesting material, based on a selfassembled chromophore network controlled by a genetically-engineered virus template,
which has exhibited enhanced exciton transport via a partially coherent regime.8 These
recent examples clearly highlight the growing interest for obtaining controllable
molecular materials for potential nanophotonic and quantum information applications
where excitons move beyond the incoherent transport regime. In this sense, it would be
2

useful to consider model systems for studying partially coherent exciton propagation with
a good level of detail.
Phthalocyanine (Pc) derivatives are promising candidates as organic semiconductors
for artificial photosynthesis and optoelectronic applications.9–12 Inspired by their
photosynthetic homologous

(e.g., bacteriochlorophyll

chromophores), different

representative examples of self-assembled molecular materials based on Pc building
blocks have been synthesized to investigate their exciton transport properties.13 In
contrast to the field of photosynthesis,2,14,15 in the field of organic electronics a hopping
(incoherent) mechanism is generally assumed when the exciton/charge dynamics in Pcbased self-assembled materials is investigated.4,16,17 However, this assumption is not
completely justified in this class of Pc systems since they may present quite large
excitonic couplings (20−100 meV) and small exciton-phonon couplings (reorganization
energies can be as small as 37 meV).16,18 A few examples in related self-assembled
systems (porphyrins) have shown that exciton diffusion can efficiently occur by means
of a coherent mechanism.19
Recently,

an

octa(butyl)-substituted

metal-free

phthalocyanine,

H2-OBPc

(1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-29H,31H-phthalocyanine, see Figure 1a) has been
synthesized and exhibited good crystallinity properties (1D π-stacked arrangements, see
Figure 1b) in thin films.20,21 The high degree of crystallinity of the solution-processed thin
films allowed Rawat et al. to investigate the correlation between long-range order and the
nature of the lowest exciton states of the aggregate.21 The H2-OBPc compound is
therefore an excellent molecular crystal model to study exciton diffusion at room
temperature in the absence of amorphous phase (static) disorder and grain boundaries.
The only source of disorder would stem from the intrinsically thermal nuclear motions
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(dynamic disorder), which needs to be taken into account for a proper description of the
exciton transport.22,23
Regardless of the exciton diffusion mechanism invoked, the transport of molecular
excitons is mainly governed by the excitonic coupling (J) between the excited states
localized on the molecular units (Frenkel excited states).5,24 In Pc systems, the two lowestenergy singlet excited states (commonly known as Q-bands25) are almost degenerate in
energy and, thus, both excited states may participate in the exciton transport of Pc
molecular crystals or aggregates. Diabatization approximations are particularly suited for
evaluating excitonic couplings between several excited states.26–29 Recently, some of us
have developed a diabatization scheme to compute excitonic couplings between
molecular crystal pairs beyond the two-level approximation.30 The great advantage of
diabatization schemes is that they can deal with the short-range (exchange and overlap)
and long-range (Coulombic) contributions of the excitonic couplings on equal footing.
Although the Coulombic coupling is often the only term considered to study exciton
transport in molecular aggregates,31 in organic molecular aggregates or crystals (also in
Pc molecular crystals and aggregates), short intermolecular distances in the 3.5–5.5 Å
range can be commonly found and, thus, short-range excitonic coupling contributions
might become relevant.32,33 Furthermore, short-range excitonic interactions, unlike the
long-range counterpart, are extremely sensitive to the mutual position of the interacting
molecular units and, therefore, can undergo significant fluctuations owing to the thermal
molecular motions.22 The thermal fluctuation of the excitonic couplings (also known as
non-local exciton-phonon coupling) must be taken into account for a quantitative
description of the exciton diffusion and other related phenomena in molecular
crystals.23,34
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In this paper, we investigate the exciton transport of the H2-OBPc molecular crystal
(Figure 1) by means of a combined computational (molecular dynamics and electronic
structure calculations) and theoretical (model Hamiltonian) approximation. First, we
evaluate the total excitonic couplings between all the relevant excited states in the
molecular crystal dimers belonging to the 1D stack (Figure 1c) by a multistate
diabatization scheme and analyze the behavior of the couplings as a function of the
intermolecular distance. Second, the thermal fluctuation of the excitonic couplings in the
most relevant molecular crystal dimers is calculated. Third, the plausible exciton transport
regimes are discussed using the computed parameters for this material to determine the
most appropriate regime in this case. The exciton dynamics are finally studied with an
appropriate theoretical approximation where the thermal excitonic coupling fluctuations
have been properly taken into account.

METHODS
1. Diabatization Scheme for Excitonic Couplings
Excitonic couplings in molecular dimers are computed by means of a recently developed
diabatization scheme capable of dealing with multiple excited states.30 Similar in spirit to
other diabatization approximations,35–40 this diabatization process makes use of a
molecular property (in this case the atomic transition charges41) to find the best adiabaticto-diabatic orthogonal transformation matrix (C) relating the computed adiabatic
Hamiltonian (HA) to the diabatic one (HD) as HD = CTHAC, where CT is the transpose
matrix of C. The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of HD correspond to the diabatic
energies and the excitonic couplings (Jij), respectively.
Diabatization approaches to evaluate excitonic couplings in molecular crystal pairs are
prefered because both the short-range and the long-range effects (all electronic
5

interactions) can be taken into account. Short-range excitonic coupling contributions are
present in molecular crystals or aggregates32,33 and also are mainly responsible for the
fluctuation of the excitonic coupling due to the thermal nuclear motions.22 It should be
stressed that, in the employed diabatization scheme, the phase of the wavefunction can be
easily kept constant by controlling the sign of the atomic transition charges (the property
used to diabatize). This is of great relevance, for instance, to calculate the time evolution
of exciton couplings along a molecular dynamics simulations as we will do here.

2. Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the Crystal
To model the thermal nuclear motions in the H2-OBPc molecular crystal, we have
performed a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. A 3 × 3 × 3 supercell of the H2-OBPc
crystal was built by replicating the unit cell along each crystallographic axis. The standard
MM3 force field was modified to reproduce the equilibrium structure of H2-OBPc
computed at the LC-ωPBE/6-31G** level, i.e., to be consistent with the electronic
structure calculations that are based on these classical simulations (see the Supporting
Information for further details). The MD simulation was run at room temperature (300 K)
and constant volume using the Tinker package.42

3. Quantum Chemical Calculations
To estimate the reorganization energy (λ) for an excitation energy transfer reaction (see
the Supporting Information),23 optimizations of the ground state and first two excited
states of the H2-OBPc monomer were calculated in the framework of the density
functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) by using
the long-range corrected LC-ωPBE43 density functional and the 6-31G** basis set.44 A ω
value of 0.3

a01

for the long-range corrected functional has been employed because it has
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been found to be an optimal value that provide a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.3
eV for both localized and charge-transfer excitations in a large set of medium-sized
molecules.45 On the resulting ground-state optimized geometry, harmonic vibrational
frequencies were also computed to obtain the Huang-Rhys factors as carefully explained
in ref. 46.
250 snapshots from the MD simulation were taken at time intervals of 50 fs. A cluster
of three H2-OBPc molecules was extracted from each snapshot to compute the excitonic
couplings for dimers A and B (Figure 1). To be able to calculate the excitation energies
and the atomic transition charges (the molecular properties needed for the diabatization)
for 500 dimers (180 atoms per dimer), the calculations were performed at the TDDFT/LCωPBE/3-21G* level. This approximation was validated by comparing the excitonic
couplings obtained at this level of theory with a small subset of couplings computed at
the TDDFT/LC-ωPBE/6-31G** level (see Figure S2). The LC-ωPBE functional has been
selected because it should be able to provide an accurate and balanced description of
valence and charge-transfer excitations and avoids the typical underestimation of the
charge-transfer excitations found in standard hybrid density functionals.45 It should be
noted that in the quantum chemical calculations of both the monomer and the dimer of
H2-OBPc the butoxy chains have been replaced by methoxy groups to alleviate the
computational cost since they do not have a significant impact on the electronic structure
of H2-OBPc. It should be also noted that the diabatization scheme does not explicitly
make a choice of electromagnetic gauge but inherits the gauge used in the electronic
structure calculations, which, as customary, use the Coulomb gauge. All quantum
chemical calculations have been performed by using the NWChem 6.6 program
package.47
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Excitonic Couplings between Multiple Excited States in H2-OBPc
The H2-OBPc crystal presents a pronounced 1D crystal packing along a particular
crystalline direction (Figure 1b) with short π-π intermolecular distances in the 3.5‒4.5 Å
range between nearest neighbors (see ref. 20 for further crystallographic details).
Interactions between the 1D columns are relatively small and can be neglected (Figure
S3). In the 1D packing, two different molecular pairs (dimers A and B) with the closest
intermolecular contacts can be defined (Figure 1c). Both dimers interact through the
isoindole groups by means of π-π interactions; specifically, dimer A interacts through the
hydrogen-free isoindole-like groups whereas dimer B through the isoindole-like groups.
It should be noted that the H2-OBP molecule at the crystal structure is not planar and,
therefore, the position of the central hydrogens can be unambiguously inferred from the
geometry of the central cavity (the opposite nitrogen atom pairs connected to H atoms are
more distant).

Figure 1. a) Chemical structure and geometry of the H2-OBPc molecule in the crystal, b)
packing of the molecules along the crystalline axis [110]20,21 and c) magnification of the
8

three central molecules in b to show the structure of the two relevant molecular dimers
(A and B) for the exciton transport. The interacting isoindole groups with the shortest
intermolecular contacts are depicted in gray, hydrogens (in b and c) and octabutoxy chains
(in c) have been omitted for clarity.

The first two excited states S1 and S2 of the H2-OBPc molecule in the crystal geometry
were computed at 1.73 and 1.74 eV and can be described as one-electron promotions from
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals (LUMO and LUMO+1), see Figure S1. The S1 and S2 states present transition
dipole moments polarized in almost perpendicular directions with similar oscillator
strengths (Figure S1). These computed excited states correspond to the experimental
peaks recorded at 1.64 and 1.68 eV in solution (commonly known as the Qx and Qy
electronic transitions).21 Higher excited states belonging to the so-called B-band are found
to be at least 1.67 eV higher in energy than the S2 excited state. Therefore, the subspace
formed by the first two excited states (Qx and Qy) localized on each molecule would be
enough to study the exciton dynamics in the H2-OBPc crystal and the excitonic couplings
in dimers A and B would stem mainly from the interactions between these localized Qx
and Qy states, giving rise to four intermolecular excitonic couplings (Jxx, Jxy, Jyx, and Jyy,
vide infra).
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Figure 2. Excitonic couplings as a function of the intermolecular π-π stacking distance
between the planes formed by the isoindole rings for dimers A and B at the LC-ωPBE/321G* level. The lowest intermolecular contact corresponds to the crystal equilibrium
distance.

The total excitonic couplings (short-range and long-range interactions) in dimers A
and B have been computed first at the crystal structure equilibrium geometry. For each
dimer, a 4 × 4 diabatic Hamiltonian matrix is obtained with six off-diagonal excitonic
couplings elements (see diagram in Figure 2 and the Supporting Information). These offdiagonal elements correspond to the intramolecular (J1xy and J2xy) and intermolecular (Jxx,
Jxy, Jyx, and Jyy,) excitonic couplings between the diabatic excited states Qx and Qy. The
intramolecular J1xy and J2xy excitonic couplings should be in principle close to zero and
will be discussed below. The Jxx, Jxy, Jyx, and Jyy couplings for dimer A (dimer B) are
computed to be −38.51, −8.77, −8.71, and −24.40 meV, respectively (−17.68, 18.12,
18.12, and 8.86 meV, respectively). In general, dimer A presents slightly stronger
excitonic couplings than dimer B, especially the Jxx coupling.
10

Figure 2 displays the evolution of all the intermolecular (Jxx, Jxy, Jyx, and Jyy) and
intramolecular (J1xy and J2xy) excitonic couplings as a function of the intermolecular
distance between the planes formed by the isoindole groups. All the excitonic couplings
approach to zero with the increase of the intermolecular distance between the monomers.
Nevertheless, at long distances (> 20 Å) the largest Jxx and Jyy couplings in both dimers
A and B still present significant values (absolute values in the 5‒10 meV range) as a
consequence of the long-range Coulombic coupling effects. A further inspection of Figure
2 reveals that the intramolecular J1xy and J2xy excitonic couplings for dimers A and B are
not completely negligible at short intermolecular distances, especially for dimer B which
presents significant values around 12 meV.
Short-range interactions are also evident from the non-monotonous behavior of some
of the excitonic coupling with the intermolecular distance. To analyze this further, we
have compared the total intermolecular excitonic couplings with the purely Coulombic
excitonic couplings as a function of the intermolecular distance between the planes
formed by the isoindole groups (Figure S4). At long intermolecular distances the total
excitonic couplings are, as expected, almost identical to the Coulombic couplings
computed from the atomic transition charges (ATC) of the two excited states of the
isolated molecules (see the Supporting Information). Only at short/intermediate
intermolecular distances, the non-Coulombic short-range effects are not negligible. At 4.0
Å for dimer A (i.e., crystal structure), the short-range coupling component, calculated as
the difference between the total and Coulombic coupling, is −11.27, −8.54, and −7.92
meV for Jxx, Jxy, and Jyy, respectively. For dimer B, a similar short-range coupling
component for the Jxx, Jxy, and Jyy couplings is found (−12.36, 9.36, and 2.24 meV at
crystal structure, 3.35 Å). The results highlight the importance of the short-range
excitonic coupling component at short intermolecular distances in agreement with other
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authors32,33 and, thus, the necessity of computing the excitonic couplings with proper
diabatization schemes able to capture short- and long-range effects on equal footing.
Additionally, the short-range interactions are of great relevance since they determine the
fluctuation of excitonic couplings owing to thermal nuclear motions.22
As mentioned above, the intramolecular excitonic couplings should be close to zero
because they come from the interactions between the Qx and Qy states located in the same
molecule and with almost perpendicular transition dipole moments. However, in a dimer,
the excited states localized on the same molecule may be now mixed owing to the
presence of the other molecule. To explore this in more detail, we have computed the
excitonic couplings between the first two excited states in a model that consists of a dimer
of a H2-OBPc molecule and the interacting isoindole group of the other molecule (Figure
S6). The couplings J1xy for the models at the geometries of dimers A and B are 1.89 and
12.36 meV, respectively, and are in good agreement with the values computed for the
whole dimers (0.97 and 12.66 meV). Therefore, these findings clearly show that the nonnegligible intramolecular coupling values are not an artifact of the diabatization process
but arise as a consequence of the perturbation caused by the adjacent molecule.

2. Thermal Fluctuations of the Excitonic Couplings
Figure 4 displays the time evolution and distributions of the relevant (intermolecular)
excitonic couplings (Jxx, Jxy, Jyx, and Jyy) for dimers A and B and Table 1 collects the
average and standard deviation of each excitonic coupling computed for a total of 250
snapshots separated by 50 fs. All excitonic couplings seem to be normally distributed.
The thermally averaged excitonic couplings Jxx and Jyy for dimer A are found to be −39.25
and −24.29 meV, respectively; i.e., very similar to the couplings computed at the
equilibrium crystal structure reported in the previous section, while the average cross-
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couplings Jxy and Jyx are larger (in absolute value) than the crystal values. Unlike dimer
A, dimer B presents similar average excitonic couplings around 18 meV for Jxx and the
cross-couplings, whereas the average of Jyy is larger than the crystal value. Both dimers
exhibit significant standard deviations (σii) of approximately one fifth of the average
coupling values, in agreement with the standard deviations found for other molecular
crystals.22,23 In order to identify the vibrations responsible for the excitonic coupling
fluctuations, the Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation function  J ij (0) J ij (t )
has been computed, where  J ij (t )  J ij (t )  J ij (t ) is the deviation from the average
coupling. Despite the low resolution of the spectral densities shown in Figure S8, the
findings seem to suggest that low frequency vibrations below 100 cm−1 as well as a
vibration just above 300 cm−1 are mainly responsible for the modulation of the couplings.
These results would be in agreement with higher-resolved spectral densities computed for
other molecular crystals in the context of charge and exciton transport where only lowfrequency vibrations were identified to be responsible for the modulation of the excitonic
couplings.22,23,48
Moreover, possible correlations between the excitonic couplings (Jxx, Jxy, Jyx, and Jyy)
in different dimers have been analyzed (Table S1). The correlation factor, | cor  J ijA , J ijB  |
, for all the excitonic couplings is in general computed to be below 0.25, indicating a
modest correlation between the excitonic couplings between dimers (see the Supporting
Information). The correlation values are similar to those found for charge transfer
integrals (electronic couplings) between dimers in the family of oligoacenes.48
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Figure 3. Time evolution (left) and distributions (right) of the excitonic couplings
computed at 300 K for the dimers A (top) and B (bottom).

Table 1. Average and Standard Deviations in meV for all the Intermolecular Excitonic
Couplings Computed for Dimer A and B.
Dimer A

Dimer B

States

J ij

σij

J ij

σij

xx

−39.25

7.71

−18.07

3.07

xy

−13.11

3.92

18.03

3.01

yx

−12.64

4.40

18.35

3.12

yy

−24.29

2.53

12.94

3.98
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3. Local Exciton-Phonon Coupling and Plausible Exciton Transport Regime
In addition to the excitonic coupling between the electronic excited states (discussed
above), the coupling between the electronic excited states and the vibrations localized on
the molecular moieties (generally known as local exciton-phonon coupling) is also crucial
for the exciton transport. In an excitation energy transfer, the local exciton-phonon
coupling can be evaluated by means of the reorganization energy (). The total
reorganization energy  consists of two contributions that reflect the molecular relaxation
energies of one molecule (which is excited) going from the fully relaxed ground state to
the electronic excited state and a neighboring molecule (which is de-excited) evolving in
the opposite manner (see the Supporting Information).49
The total reorganization energy  for an excitation energy transfer between two H2OBPc molecules for the S0 → S1 and S1 → S0 electronic transitions is computed to be
110.89 meV at the LC-ωPBE/6-31G** level. As mentioned above, the reorganization
energy stems from two energy relaxation contributions ( S1 and S0 ), which can be
decomposed into the individual energy contributions of each normal mode by, for
example, S1   Sk k , where S k denotes the Huang-Rhys factor for the normal mode
k

k. Huang-Rhys factors are computed by projecting the difference between the equilibrium
geometries of the two electronic states involved (e.g., S0 and S1) on each normal mode
computed for the ground state (assuming similar normal modes and frequencies in both
electronic states, displaced undistorted harmonic oscillator model, see for instance ref. 46
for further details). Figure 4 (left) displays the individual relaxation energy contribution
for each vibration ( Sk k ) of the H2-OBPc molecule and clearly reveals that the
relaxation energy is mainly dominated by the contribution of the vibration at 1660 cm−1,
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which can be mainly described as a collective stretching of the C=N/C=C/C−C bonds of
the π-conjugated backbone. The strongest coupling of the high-frequency vibration at
1660 cm−1 between S0 and S1 is in reasonable agreement with the energy spacing of the
vibronic progression (~1500 cm−1) experimentally observed in the absorption spectrum
of the metal-free Pc with and without peripheral chains for the Qx and Qy bands.50,51 The
similar progression observed for both bands suggest that the same exciton-phonon
coupling pattern is expected for the two first electronic transitions (S0 → S1 and S0 → S2).
This is confirmed by the analysis of the Huang-Rhys factors computed for the S0 → S2
electronic transition (Figure S11), where the relaxation energy S2 is also dominated by
the contribution of the vibration at 1660 cm−1. The total  for the excitation energy
transfer involving S0 and S2 is calculated to be 158.73 meV. The analysis of the exciton
dynamics is significantly simplified if one defines a single effective reaction coordinate
with vibrational frequency

eff   Sk k
k

S

k

with the total associated Huang-

k

Rhys factor Seff   Sk . The effective vibration frequencies for the relaxation energies
k

S and S are calculated to be 1164 and 1192 cm−1, respectively.
1

2

Figure 4. Individual relaxation energy contribution for each normal mode (left) and
representation (right) of the diabatic (dotted lines) and adiabatic (solid lines) potential
16

energy surfaces computed with the average exciton coupling for dimer A ( J xx ) and
the total reorganization energy previously computed ( = 110.89 meV). The thermal
energy (kBT) and zero point energy (EZPE) are also given.

The interplay between the excitonic coupling and the strength of the local excitonphonon coupling determines the regime for the exciton transport in a molecular crystal or
aggregate. When  is much larger than the (average) excitonic coupling J, the exciton is
localized on an individual molecular unit and the exciton transport occurs by means of a
sequence of (incoherent) hops with a specific exciton transfer rate. Conversely, when 
is smaller or similar to the excitonic coupling, excitons can be delocalized over several
molecules. Evaluating J and  is therefore a requirement to identify the plausible regimes
of exciton transport in a given molecular crystal.
Figure 4 (right) shows the diabatic and adiabatic potential energy surfaces (PES)
computed for the excitation energy transfer reaction (D*A → DA*, where D and A stands
for donor and acceptor, respectively) along an effective reaction coordinate. With the
parameters previously computed for the states S1 in dimer A ( J xx

= 39.25 meV and 

= 110.89 meV), the adiabatic PES shows two minima separated by a very small energy
barrier (2.37 meV). The thermal energy (kBT = 25.85 meV) and the zero point energy
(EZPE), estimated as EZPE = 1/2ħωeff = 72.16 meV, are also included for comparison
purposes. The exciton is therefore delocalized between the two molecular units. It is also
interesting to analyze the adiabatic PES computed with the parameters calculated for
dimer B ( J xx = 18.07 meV and  = 110.89 meV) in Figure S12. In this particular case,
two well-defined minima are found, separated by an energy barrier (12.60 meV) higher
than that obtained in dimer A. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that even the thermal
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energy kBT would already be enough to overcome the energy barrier between the two
adiabatic minima and the exciton can also be delocalized in both molecular moieties in
dimer B. In this context, it seems difficult to be able to assume an incoherent regime for
the exciton transport and, therefore, the use of a nonadiabatic transfer rate such as the
popular Förster52 or Marcus53 rates or even the more sophisticated Marcus‒Levi‒Jortner
(MLJ) rate.54 For example, by using a general MLJ-type transfer rate recently developed55
and applied in the context of excitation energy transfer,23 the exciton transfer rates kA and
2
kB between the Qx excited states for dimer A and B (i.e., only the J xx
coupling is used)

are calculated to be 2.690 × 1013 and 5.649 × 1012 s−1, respectively. These rates are faster
than any plausible vibrational relaxation rate51,56 and are therefore inconsistent with the
existence of a rate constant for the process.
Similar values of reorganization energy ( = 99 meV) and electronic coupling (45
meV) in the context of charge transport for a nonperipheral octahexyl substituted Pc in
its crystal and liquid crystal phase have been recently reported.17 The authors investigated
the charge-transport properties of this Pc derivative but invoked directly an incoherent
regime for the transport, which seems to be inconsistent with the parameters ( and the
electronic coupling) of this problem. In the next section, we will describe a model able to
describe the exciton dynamics in the H2-OBPc molecular crystal where the incoherent
regime does not apply.

4. Exciton Dynamics
The transport in the H2-OBPc crystal can be assumed to take place mainly within the 1D
arrangement with the two alternating dimers A and B (1D transport, Figure 5a). In this
situation, a model Hamiltonian able to incorporate the different physical ingredients for
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the exciton transport but with a reduced number of degrees of freedom can be derived.
This model Hamiltonian is written as:


H    E jp   g (jpk ) q (jk )  j p
jp 
k


jp


k)
(k )
(k ) 
   J jpp '   a (jpp
 j  1 p '  h.c.
'  q j  q j 1   j p
jpp ' 
k

2
2
1
1
   m( k )  q (jk )   m( k )  ( k ) q (jk )  
2

j
k 2

(1)

The index j runs over the molecular sites in the 1D assembly (Figure 5a) where the odd
and even j sites are not equivalent. p runs over the excited states of each site. On each
molecule, only two singlet excited states (p = 2) and several harmonic nuclear vibration
modes (indexed with k, with displacement q (jk ) , effective mass m( k ) , and frequency  ( k )
) are considered. At equilibrium position ( q (jk ) = 0), E jp and J jpp ' denote the energy of
the p singlet excited state at site j and the excitonic couplings between the p and p ' excited
states at adjacent molecular sites j and j+1. The nuclear vibrations in this model
Hamiltonian are coupled to the exciton carriers in two different ways. They modify the
energy of the pth exciton at site j according to the linear local exciton-phonon coupling
(Holstein coupling57) term g (jpk ) q (jk ) j p

j p , where g (jpk ) is the local exciton-phonon

constant and is related to the reorganization energy. Moreover, the relative displacements
between q (jk ) and q (jk1) modulate the excitonic coupling between the states j p

 j  1 p '

and

(k )
k)
(k )
(k )
through the term a (jpp
'  q j  q j 1  where a jpp ' quantifies the nonlocal electron-

phonon coupling and is related to the magnitude of the thermal fluctuation.
E j1 and E j 2 are set to 0 and 10 meV for all the sites, from the first two excited states

computed for the isolated H2-OBPc molecule in the crystal geometry. The local Holstein
exciton-phonon constant g (jpk ) is independent from j but it is different for the two excited
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states per molecule ( g (jpk )  g (pk ) ). The analysis of the Huang-Rhys factors computed for
H2-OBPc (Figure 4 and Figure S11) allowed us to define a single effective vibration for
each S0 → S1 and S0 → S2 excitation of H2-OBPc associated with the total reorganization
energy (111 and 159 meV, respectively). The frequencies of these two effective modes (k
= 1 and k = 2) are set to  (1) = 1164 and  (2) = 1192 cm‒1 (144 and 148 meV) and the
mass m(1)  m(2)  6 amu (the reduced mass of the C-C/C=C bonds that gives the larger
contribution to these modes). Note that the vibration mode k = 1 (k = 2) only modulates
the diagonal energy E j1 ( E j 2 ). The local Holstein exciton-phonon constants are therefore
computed as g1(1)   (1) m(1) S0 S1  1821 and g2(2)   (2) m(2) S0 S2  2231 meV Å‒1.
It should be mentioned that the external component of the neighboring molecules
(external reorganization energy) on the site fluctuation in molecular crystals is expected
to be much smaller than the fluctuation due to intramolecular vibrations and, thus, this
environmental effect has not been included.58,59
For the off-diagonal elements, the J jpp ' couplings when j is an odd site are set to be
the average excitonic couplings computed for dimers A whereas the average excitonic
couplings computed for dimers B are used when j is an even site (Figure 5a). Similar to
the local exciton-phonon coupling, it is also convenient to select an effective mode (or at
least a few effective modes) that can capture the overall effect of the low-frequency
vibrations on the excitonic coupling in the model Hamiltonian (eq 1). Based on the lowresolved spectral densities shown in Figure S8 and high-resolved spectral densities
computed for other molecular crystals in the context of charge and exciton transport,22,23,48
low-frequency vibrations (10‒100 cm‒1 range) seem to be mainly responsible for the
modulation of the excitonic coupling. Correlations between the excitonic couplings
fluctuations between dimers A and B were found to be very small (see Table S1). It is
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therefore reasonable to assume four independent low-frequency vibrations (k = 3, 4, 5 and
6) as the effective modes coupled strongly to each excitonic coupling. The frequencies of
these effective modes can be tentatively estimated from a weighted average of the lowfrequency vibrations (< 100 cm‒1) of the spectral density (Figure S8) and are found to be
very similar (  (3)   (4)   (5)   (6)  5 meV). Note that a precise assignment of the
frequency of these effective modes is not essential for the exciton transport model. The
mass for these effective vibrations is set to be m(3)  m(4)  m(5)  m(6)  754 amu, which
corresponds to the mass of the H2-OBPc molecule. A specific value for the nonlocal
k)
exciton-phonon coupling constant a (jpp
' can be calculated if it is assumed that only the kth

effective mode couples with J jpp ' . Using the standard deviations previously computed for
the

J

excitonic

couplings

(Table

1),

k)
a (jpp
'

can

be

then

computed

as

k)
(k )
 a (jpp
 (k )  . Table 2 summarizes all the parameters used for the
' 2k BT m
2

jpp '

model Hamiltonian (eq 1).
Recently, Schröter and Kühn have analyzed the interplay between local nonadiabatic
deactivation effects and Frenkel exciton transfer in molecular perylene bismide
aggregates.60 To do so, they adopted a Frenkel Hamiltonian model in the diabatic
representation which was extended to incorporate nonadiabatic couplings between the
excitonic bands (adiabatic representation). Although the nonadiabatic effects can be
relevant when two excited states are close in energy as it is the case here, our model is
able to partially capture these effects because we are allowing for the mixing between the
Qx and Qy diabatic states (or Qy and Qx) localized on each molecular site by the non-zero
cross excitonic couplings (Jxy and Jyx). Note that Schröter and Kühn set these cross
couplings to be zero.
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As noted in ref. 23, the model proposed is able to include both diagonal (on-site
energies) and off-diagonal (excitonic couplings) fluctuations of the electronic
Hamiltonian on equal footing, the two terms being respectively the second and fourth
term in eq 1. In fact, the model Hamiltonian was constructed to reproduce the amplitude
and the timescale of the fluctuations of the excitonic coupling computed from the
MD/quantum chemistry procedure. The masses and force constants determine the
timescale of the fluctuations and the nonlocal exciton-phonon coupling constants
determine their strength.

Table 2. Parameters Used for the H2-OBPc Crystal Transport Model.
Parameter
N
E jp
Jj11, Jj12, Jj21, and Jj22 (j odd)
Jj11, Jj12, Jj21, and Jj22 (j even)
g1(1) and g 2(2)

 (1) and  (2)
m(1)  m(2)
(4)
(5)
(6)
a (3)
j11 , a j12 , a j 21 , and a j 22 (j odd)
(4)
(5)
(6)
a (3)
j11 , a j12 , a j 21 , and a j 22 (j even)

 (3)   (4)   (5)   (6)
m(3)  m(4)  m(5)  m(6)

Value
600
0 (p = 1) and 10 (p = 2) meV
−39, −13, −13, and −24 meV
−18, 18, 18, and 13 meV
1821 and 2231 meV Å−1
144 and 148 meV
6 amu
71, 36, 41, and 23 meV Å−1
29, 28, 29, and 37 meV Å−1
5 meV
754 amu
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Figure 5. a) Scheme of the 1D model used to describe the exciton transport in the H2OBPc molecular crystal and b) time evolution of the exciton wavefunction evaluated from
the model Hamiltonian. Populations on each site (vertically off-set for clarity) are
reported from t = 0 to t = 1500 fs every 250 fs. Site j represents molecules in the model.

The time evolution of the exciton wavefunction can be computed by integrating the
model Hamiltonian (eq 1) within an Ehrenfest dynamics scheme, where the nuclear
modes are treated classically. Further details of the numerical integration can be found
for example in ref. 61. The Ehrenfest scheme has some important limitations extensively
discussed in literature;62 mainly the absence of decoherences and erroneous thermal
equilibration at long times. However, it is preferable over surface hopping methods63
when a quasi continuum of electronic states is present, as in this case.64,65
The initial nuclear positions, q (jk ) (0) , and velocities, q (jk ) (0) , for the simulation at
temperature T were randomly selected from the Boltzmann distribution. The nonlocal
exciton-phonon couplings have been chosen so that the distribution of the instantaneous
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excitonic coupling at 300 K has the same mean and standard deviation of that computed
for the atomistic system at the same temperature (Section 2). In the semiclassical
evolution of the system the classical modes oscillates around their equilibrium position
with random phases and a thermal distribution of amplitudes modulating the excitonic
coupling and reproducing the dynamic disorder observed computationally.
Figure 5b displays the time evolution of the exciton wavefunction. The initial exciton
wavefunction, which is selected to be in one of the excitonic eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian at the beginning of the simulation (only the lowest-energy wavefunction is
shown in Figure 5b), is localized on just a few sites (< 4) at 300 K. The initial localization
of the exciton wavefunction is induced by disorder in the diagonal and off-diagonal terms
of the electronic Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, the exciton wavefunction spreads as a
consequence of the time dependence of the excitonic couplings. The exciton diffusion
coefficient along the columns of the H2-OBPc system can be quantitatively calculated by
monitoring
Rn2 (t )   n (t ) r 2  n (t )   n (t ) r  n (t )

2

(2)

which measures the time-dependent spread of the wavefunction. Rn2 (t ) is computed from
300 different initial wavefunctions  n (0) (and energies En) and averaged (with
Boltzmann weight) to give R 2 (t ) . The initial wavefunctions  n (0) included in the
Boltzmann average have been chosen to be those that can be thermally accessible with
energies above the lowest-energy eigenstate in the 260 meV range. In this way, different
degrees of localization found to be relevant in molecular crystals are taken into account
for the estimate of the exciton diffusion coefficient.66,67 Figure 6 displays the temperature
averaged squared displacement R 2 (t ) versus time. R 2 (t ) increases linearly with time
which is indicative of a diffusive behavior. The exciton diffusion coefficient is then
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evaluated from the relationship D  limt  R 2 (t ) 2t (in practice D is evaluated from
the longest simulated time of 1.5 ps).61,68,69 The distance between molecules is set to 8.64
Å (average intermolecular distance between the centers of mass of the H2-OBPc
molecules within the 1D π-stacked arrangement Figure 1b). A value of D = 0.324 cm2 s‒
1

is obtained for the H2-OBPc crystal. It should be also noted that the exciton diffusion

coefficient computed from the model Hamiltonian (with two electronic states per site) is
larger than the exciton diffusion coefficient (D = 0.095 cm2 s‒1) computed from a similar
model but with only one electronic state per site (Figure S13). The comparison between
both models clearly reveals that the incorporation of the two electronic excited states close
in energy (Qx and Qy) gives rise to an enhanced exciton transport pathway.

Figure 6. Plot of the temperature averaged square displacement R 2 (t ) (in Å2) versus
time using the parameters of Table 2.

The predicted exciton diffusion coefficient (0.324 cm2 s‒1) is of the same order of
magnitude as that reported for a zinc Pc (ZnPc) derivative aggregate (D = 0.43 cm2 s‒1)
derived from exciton-exciton annihilation measurements70 although larger than other
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exciton diffusion coefficients of Pc-based amorphous materials.71 However, the diffusion
coefficient of the ZnPc aggregate was estimated by assuming an incoherent regime with
an exciton transfer rate of ~1.0 × 1013 s−1, which is close to the limit of validity of a first
order rate process in a molecular system. The agreement between the theoretical and
experimental exciton diffusion coefficients suggests that the model proposed here is able
to correctly describe exciton diffusion, but without assuming an incoherent regime, which
would be incompatible with the J and λ parameters of this system (see Section 3). It seems
therefore very likely that in Pc aggregates with efficient exciton transport properties at
room temperature the exciton diffusion regime (beyond the incoherent) is that limited by
the thermal fluctuation of the excitonic couplings (dynamic disorder).

CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we have explored the exciton transport properties of an octa(butyl)substituted metal-free phthalocyanine (H2-OBPc) molecular crystal by means of a
combined computational (molecular dynamics and electronic structure calculations) and
theoretical (model Hamiltonian) approximation.
We have shown that the multistate diabatization scheme recently developed is
particularly suited for computing the excitonic couplings in molecular dimers of
phthalocyanines where multiple quasi-degenerate excited states are present in the isolated
chromophore. Short-range excitonic couplings effects, also captured by our
computational scheme, are shown to be potentially significant between molecules in close
contact.
A significant fluctuation of the excitonic couplings owing to thermal nuclear motions
in a phthalocyanine molecular crystal has been found in agreement with other molecular
crystals. Low-frequency vibrations have been shown to be responsible for the excitonic
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coupling fluctuation. The average values of the excitonic couplings are found to be
significant in the 40‒18 meV range and not much smaller than the reorganization energy
associated with the exciton energy transfer. In this situation, the exciton is delocalized,
the commonly assumed incoherent regime for self-assembled phthalocyanine-based
molecular aggregates is not valid, and a simple nonadiabatic exciton transfer rate cannot
be derived. The results clearly suggest that phthalocyanine-based molecular aggregates
may be good candidates for efficient excitation energy transport beyond the Förster
(incoherent) mechanism.
A simple but realistic model Hamiltonian able to incorporate multiple excited states
per site and fluctuations of the excitonic couplings has been proposed to explore the
exciton dynamics of the H2-OBPc molecular crystal. The fluctuation of the excitonic
couplings (dynamic disorder) causes the initial localization of the exciton wavefunction
in just a few molecules but also assists in its quick spread. This transport regime, where
the off-diagonal fluctuations are of great relevance, is completely different than the
transport regimes generally assumed in the context of exciton transport (incoherent) and
seems to be adequate for Pc aggregates with efficient exciton transport properties at room
temperature. Although the theoretical model proposed can capture the essential effects
for the exciton transport, there are some challenging but missing effects (going beyond
the 1D model, including quantum vibronic effects and introducing decoherences) that
should be incorporated in fully quantitative models.
ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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